
Virtua/CHOP
Virtua and The Children’s Hospital Of Philadelphia: 
An Example Case Study for Seamless Data Integration



Project Goal for Virtua/CHOP Integration
To leverage HIE technology across two IDNs in two different states in order to deliver care to patients. 

Improve Healthcare Delivery by:

• Reducing Preventable Errors

• Improving Healthcare Outcomes

• Enhancing Utilization and Operational Efficiency

• Managing Healthcare Expenditure
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The Vision
Virtua had the desire to offer Pediatric in‐patient
and emergency care from Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia (CHOP) employed physicians.
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Why?
By deeply integrating imaging systems and EHRs,
the two systems make it possible to create an
integrated health record that includes images
captured at a Virtua facility and read by pediatric
diagnostic imaging specialists at the Children's
Hospital of Philadelphia.
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Client: 18 Conejos Task: UI Design Skills: Photoshop, Illustrator, Html, CSS, JavaScript
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About Virtua
A non‐profit healthcare system in Southern New Jersey that operates a network of hospitals, surgery centers, 
physician practices, rehabilitation centers, outpatient health centers, fitness centers, and more.

• Combined Total Bed Count: 1,546

• Clinical and Administrative Staff: 8,000+

• Physicians on Medical Staff: 1,800+

• Service Population: 1,300,000
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About Virtua

System Strength and Size:

•Currently, throughout Virtua, there are over 2.3 million transactions flowing into the exchange per month;
almost 28 million transactions per year.

•There are over 1.7 million patient records in the system, from all different sources. These records reconcile
via our MPI into over 500k unique patients.

•There are over 100k transactions flowing out of the exchange per month – delivering reports, results and the
like to various third party systems – over a million transactions outbound per year.

•These numbers continue to grow as new hospitals have joined in the information exchange and are being
implemented as we speak.
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• Virtua’s Health Information Exchange Portal is Live.
• Data available in the HIE includes:

– Demographics
– Lab & Radiology Results
– Transcribed Reports
– Medication History
– ED Summaries
– CCD Summaries (Continuity of Care Documents)

• Participation in Virtua’s HIE can be as a:
– Data Sharer
– Data Receiver 
– Data Viewer

Health Information Exchange



• Data Sharers:
– Virtua Hospitals
– Virtua Medical Group
– South Jersey Radiology Associates
– Larchmont Imaging Associates
– Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP)
– Marlton Rehabilitation Hospital
– Quest Diagnostics
– LabCorp
– RxHub/SureScripts
– CVS Minute Clinic
– Reconstructive Orthopedics
– Regional Cancer Care Associates
– Meetinghouse Family Physicians
– Arthritis, Rheumatic, and Back Disease

• Data Viewers:
– Kennedy Health System
– Genesis Healthcare
– Samaritan Hospice
– Moorestown VNA
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Sample of Participants in the Virtua HIE



• The Virtua HIE platform is also used to facilitate the following Meaningful Use measures:

– Virtua’s Patient Portal – Being used to meet View, Download, Transmit measure
– DIRECT Secure Messaging – Being used to meet Transitions of Care measure

HIE Platform & Meaningful Use



Client: 18 Conejos Task: UI Design Skills: Photoshop, Illustrator, Html, CSS, JavaScript
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CHOP

•The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) is a children's hospital in Philadelphia with its primary
campus located in the neighborhood of West Philadelphia next to the campus of the University of
Pennsylvania.

•It is one of the largest and oldest children's hospitals in the world, and United States' first hospital dedicated
to the healthcare of children.

•CHOP has been ranked as the best children's hospital in the United States by U.S. News & World Report.
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CHOP

•CHOP has 516 beds, almost 40 percent of which are allocated to neonatal, cardiac, and pediatric intensive
care.

•Each year the hospital admits more than 28,000 children and more than 1,167,000 are seen in the
emergency and out‐patient departments.

•CHOP is currently integrated through Virtua HIE. This allows them to send and receive messages to and from
CHOP.

•Through this process, the interface was connecting CHOP’s EPIC system and Virtua’s Siemen’s system.
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Integration

•The middleware for the CHOP‐Virtua integration is the HIE, which assists with patient identity matching as
well as data exchange.

•CHOP and Virtua IT teams did additional work to make the data flow into their respective EHRs with the
correct diagnostic codes.

•They integrated the records exchange with the medical image management system ScImage, which serves as
the image broker, enabling images to be matched and available as part of the patient medical record in both
EHRs.
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Key Interoperability Functionality

• Patient registration routing across organizations via the HIE.

• Patient matching across disparate systems and organizations to create unified record in HIE.

• Sharing of radiology images across different organizations.

• Sharing of prior radiology images across organizations.

• Sharing and delivery of radiology results across organizations.
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How It Works

•Upon registration and placement of the chest x‐ray order into the RIS system, the patient’s registration
information is passed from Virtua’s Siemens systems to the HIE and routed into CHOP’s Epic system.

•If an existing patient match already exists in Epic, the Epic record is updated to include the Virtua identifiers.

•If there is no match with an existing patient, a new patient is registered in Epic also keeping track of the
Virtua identifiers.

•Epic returns a patient registration message to the HIE where a unified patient record is presented.

•Epic passes the CHOP & Virtua identifiers to ScImage.

•As the x‐ray is taken, the image is sent from Virtua’s PACS system to ScImage which passes the image to
CHOP’s PACS system.
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How It Works

•The CHOP radiologist is able to interpret the study within his own systems and dictate the report within
CHOP systems.

•Once the report has been completed it is passed from CHOP to Virtua via ScImage so that it can be finalized
in Virtua’s RIS system as the Virtua record is the legal medical record.

•Once it is signed as final in Virtua RIS, it is passed to the HIE which makes it available in the HIE Portal for
clinicians, but also routes it to CHOP’s Epic system where it is also filed in the CHOP medical record and
available for access by CHOP physicians. .
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How It Works

•When the HIE passes the result to CHOP, the ordering physician number is converted from Virtua’s provider
id to CHOP’s provider id. In addition, the orderable number is also converted from Virtua’s to CHOP’s
orderable number.

•This record key makes it possible to keep patient records synchronized between the two EHRs going forward.
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Challenges

• Normalizing all the data.

• There are two types of data that needed to get normalized and translated, ex. provider information and
their procedure information.

• Two systems, two languages.
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Challenges

Even after establishing an initial roadmap to accomplish integration, were there any surprises?

• Yes, the discovery of the need for additional support.

• The differences in procedures and transferring them so they mean something.

• Ex.6 procedures at Virtua translate to one at CHOP.
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Challenges

• When the CHOP and Virtua IT teams went looking for examples of integration at that level, including cross‐
registration of patients, they couldn't find any.

• They were trailblazers ‐ only people that have done this kind of integration.

• Needed to create a roadmap from scratch.
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Benefits

•Sharing care across organizations has never been done.

•Virtua’s alliance with CHOP ensures that South Jersey children and their families are served by highly skilled
physicians.

•Patients have access to the most advanced technology, and are treated in a compassionate and caring
environment by people who are dedicated to the highest clinical quality and safety.

•Radiologic data integration means clinicians at each location can work with the software they are most
familiar with, rather than having to refer to an external portal for information on shared patients.
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Benefits

•Able to meet service‐level agreements for imaging and results within an hour.

•The IT team created custom monitoring tools to detect when an image transfer fails and then retry .

•The two organizations also operate a jointly owned medical imaging center, located at Virtua's Voorhees
Hospital, where CHOP personnel contribute their expertise in pediatric sedation ‐‐ important because safely
rendering a child unconscious can be the only way to get younger patients to lie still.

•Allows radiologists to retrieve and interpret images shared across the network, providing remote access to
specialized expertise.

•Remote reading of diagnostic images could also be a way of augmenting the staff at each facility, providing
better coverage on overnight shifts or during periods of peak demand.
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Advice For Others

What advice would you give to others who are attempting to achieve the same results?

• Codes need to mean the same thing, in the same language, need the correct experts in the field to
communicate and support.

• The normalization process is tedious but very necessary.
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Results

The Children’s Emergency Unit Is…

•Dedicated exclusively to children.

•Staffed 100% by CHOP‐employed physicians and pediatric nurses with specialized training in pediatric
emergency care.

•Open 24 hours, seven days a week.
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• Through the strategic partnership with CHOP, Virtua Voorhees now provides pediatric care by CHOP‐
employed physicians. The hospital treats nearly 15,000 children for emergencies every year in a
comforting, family friendly environment with unrivalled expertise.



What’s the Point?

• Even though CHOP, is an Epic shop, and Virtua uses EHR software from Siemens, patient records are then
synchronized across the two systems, with access to radiology reports and diagnostic images available from
either one.

• Showing a model that can work for any hospital and any community, regardless of geographic location.
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Moving Forward

• Currently, all four Virtua acute care hospitals have achieved the Stage 6 designation of the HIMSS Analytics
EMR Adoption Model.

• Virtua is implementing the technological capabilities needed in the future as the healthcare industry is
restructured to meet the emerging requirements of national health care reform.

• The next focus will be on mobile chronic condition management programs. Improving outcome of patients,
improving care coordination, while also decreasing costs for the hospital system.
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